Eight Phi Beta Kappas Initiate Hear Address by Dr. Arthur H. Compton

Bandmen to Play Easter in Services

Delivers Public Lecture on Phases of Modern Physics

Concert Is Planned

Défend Class A Honor in Harris County Contest.

Playing is enjoyable Easter services Thursday morning is the last thing on the program for the members of the Owl Band, most of the members being out that Isaac Newton believed that light came in streams of particles. Others have said that light consisted of rays, while Richard More will do the honors for the freshmen. William Bingham had been selected earlier during the week for the band in May, to be given second choice if the latter part of April.

With the announcement of the three remaining dates, the Women's section of the deaconesses, the gentlemen, and the seniors will be given the opportunity to enter. A number of bands men will be selected from the freshmen and sophomores.

Throughout all four of the exhibitions the Owl Band will be present. In each case there will be the May fire and at 7 p.m. there will be a special band performance and the Chime and the Green award for the best all around band. All bands are required to be present at the annual banquet at River Oaks Hotel on May 5.

Co-ed's Name Three Dukes For May Fete

Berk, Scott and Moors Comprise Line of Royalty.

As yet only a small number have entered. If you are still in doubt concerning your intention to enter, you should register immediately.

The three Houston newspapers sent tennis stars. Rice's four ranking stars Tuesday morning at 10... «>. March....

Committee

Traffic Problem at Eng's Show

Many Hours of Work for Accident Is Fatal Recognition

Finances Budgeted

Program Preparation, Publicity Stunts Take Effect.

Though the public in general doesn't realize it, work for Eng's show is not nearly one of planning exhibits alone, but consists of a remarkable amount of work for accident is fatal recognition. There are many things to be done, not to mention the display of the show, if not more so, than one would imagine. Publicity must be taken care of and the show will be perfectly at home. The very same type of advertising plan must be prepared and advertising must be made to the hilt. The arrangements and location of the many effective exhibits must be taken care of, so that there will be not only a nice show, but a whole thing that will be put before the public with a great deal of publicity. It is the man who does the work who really counts in the whole show.
Inns, a radii rotor ships

Harry A. Scott, professor of male students were permitted to build, they move in given electric

Junior half has wished on their heads is not in action of previous oil basketball and baseball there are also

The first furore was weekly, and the
campus politics, The first furore was starting at the athletic card, and —

Columnist Hal He Beth Talley. 

It seems that the Woman's council "Betraying Confidence"

Students Facing Loss

Aquatic Building

Men's Suffrage

"Betraying Confidence"

Engineers Visit Lighting Plant

In the spring, the Rice engineering students, who are preparing to take a "Detroit" tour, will visit a lighting plant. The plant will be located in the heart of the city, and will be owned by a well-known lighting company. The tour will include a visit to the factory, where the students will see the manufacture of lighting equipment. They will also visit the sales office, where they will learn about the marketing of lighting products. The tour will conclude with a visit to the company's headquarters, where they will meet with the president and other executives. The students will have the opportunity to ask questions and learn more about the lighting industry.
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Local News

Girl Netters Lose to Bears

Weekend without the services of Jimmy Kitts, the Rice tennis team was placed in second, behind the University of Texas. At the close of the tournament, the Bears leap-frogged over the Owls, who were placed in third.

San Jacinto Day

After Rest April 1

At the conclusion of the tournament, Rice was placed in third, behind the University of Texas and Rice College. The Owls, placed in third, were placed in second, behind the Owls of Rice College. The Owls, placed in second, were placed in third, behind the Owls of Rice College.

Society

Show Tire Covers Sold at M. L. Booth

There has been a great deal of talk on the campus about the new line of Society brand tire covers, which were introduced at M. L. Booth's today. The covers are available in black, white, and red, and are sold for $2.00 each.

Society Brand Rubber

San Jacinto Day

The Owls, who were placed in third, were placed in second, behind the Owls of Rice College. The Owls, placed in second, were placed in third, behind the Owls of Rice College.
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LITTLE JOE...

By JOE ARTHUR KOKOREK

LAST WEEKEND's hit was not Joe Lane, but Little Joe. Actually, Little Joe is the three-year-old son of the late Joe Lane, who was killed in an accident last season. This year, the Lane family decided to continue the tradition by entering Little Joe in the rodeo circuit. The little cowboy has already made a name for himself, impressing many with his impressive skills and determination.

JIMMY KITS, NOTED AUSTIN ATHLETE

Jimmy Kitts, a native of Austin, took the gymnastics world by storm this season. He won the state championship in the all-around event and was a strong contender for the national title. His performance was even more impressive considering he was competing against older and more experienced athletes.

SPRING CAMPING TRAINING COMES AFTER HIS ARRIVAL ON APRIL 1ST

Under Coach Dick Baldwin's previous season, the architectural engineering class had been changed to the introductory level, which has been attractive to the younger crop of students. The new class is designed to give students a basic understanding of the field and prepare them for more advanced courses.

Dee Wins Place on A.A.U. Boxing Team

Dee won a place in the A.A.U. Boxing Tournament when James "Junior" Doe, who had won two previous bouts, was matched against Henry Wagg, the heavyweight from Arkansas. Dee, who has been training hard for the past few months, proved to be the more skilled fighter, winning the bout on points.

Power Team Beats Owls-Frogs Tilt April 1

Under Captain Dick Baldwin's previous season, the architectural engineering class had been changed to the introductory level, which has been attractive to the younger crop of students. The new class is designed to give students a basic understanding of the field and prepare them for more advanced courses.

The unlucky seventh spelled defeat for the Rice Owls. After leading 11-10 at the end of the first quarter in favor of the Baptists, Rice dropped a close decision to the Central Baptists, and then clipped the schedule by snatching a 37-23 victory over the Central Baptists, and then clinching Rice a win.}

Owls-Frogs Tilt April 1

Under Captain Dick Baldwin's previous season, the architectural engineering class had been changed to the introductory level, which has been attractive to the younger crop of students. The new class is designed to give students a basic understanding of the field and prepare them for more advanced courses.